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Silicon micromachines for lightwave networks:
the little machines that will make it big
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Schematic
of lightwave network with MEMS
cal crossconnects, gain-tilt equalFigure 1. Schematic MEMS device.
applications shown as red dots.
izers, data transmitters and many
others are beginning to find ubiqfacturers can exploit the extensive capabilities
uitous application in advanced lightwave systhree-dimensional structures. However, the
of the IC fabrication industry and can profittems. We will show examples of these devices
major difference is a release step at the end. In
ably use previous-generation equipment. In an
and describe some of the challenges in attacka MEMS device, some of the layer materials
era in which an IC factory costs a billion doling the billions of dollars in addressable marare removed using a selective etch, leaving a
lars and is obsolete in less than five years, the
kets for this technology.
device with elements that can move.
ability to reuse the equipment for a new class
MEMS devices offer a number of advanWhat is a MEMS device?
of cutting-edge products is very appealing.
tages to designers. They are made using inteMEMS research is an outgrowth of the vast
IC fabrication techniques also allow designgrated circuit (IC) batch-processing techniques,
capabilities developed by the semiconductor
ers
to integrate micromechanical, analog, and
so although fabrication may consist of a comindustry, including deposition, etching, and lidigital microelectronic devices on the same
plicated, multistep process, the devices are ecothography, as well as an array of chemical prochip, producing multi-functional integrated
nomical to produce because many are made sicesses such as anisotropic and highly selective
systems. Contrary to intuition, MEMS devices
multaneously. In addition, designers and manuetches having different etch rates for different
(continued on p. 7)
crystallographic orientations and materials.
These processes, which were originally develNewsletter now available on-line
oped to build microelectronics, are also capable
Technical Group members are being offered the option to receive the Optics and Information Systems Newsletter
of building micromechanical devices (strucin an electronic format. An e-mail notice is being sent to all group members advising you of the web site location for
tures capable of motion on a microscopic scale).
this issue and asking you to choose between the electronic or printed version for future issues. If you have not yet
MEMS are built in much the same way as a
received this e-mail message, then SPIE does not have your correct e-mail address in our database. To receive
silicon integrated circuit (see Figure 1). Varifuture issues of this newsletter in the electronic format please send your e-mail address to spie-membership@spie.org
with the word OIS in the subject line of the message and the words "Electronic version" in the body of the message.
ous films such as polysilicon, silicon nitride,
If you prefer to continue to receive the newsletter in the printed format, but want to send your correct e-mail
silicon dioxide, and gold are deposited and pataddress for our database, include the words "Print version preferred" in the body of your message.
terned to produce complicated, multilayer
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Steered agile laser transmitter
by arrays of thermal actuators. We
Exciting developments in
demonstrated beam-steering over
sensor technology over the
an optical range of 10˚ (azimuth)
last couple of decades now
by 6˚ (elevation), with step reallow co-integration of alPath-folding
sponse of 3.7 ms. A sapphire ball
most any type of known
Mirror
lens was used to collimate the outphysical and chemical sensor
Collimating
Optical
put of the edge-emitting semiconusing some combination of
lens
Window
ductor laser.
micromachining and inteThis system had many shortgrated circuit (IC) technolcomings. The collimation of the
ogy. Combining these minlaser beam was poor, and the miriature sensors with appropriror was relatively slow, limited in
ate mixed-signal electronics,
2 DoF
its range of motion, and excesas well as appropriate actuaBeamsteering
sively power hungry: we are aimtors, allows one to build a
Mirror
VCSEL
ing for sub-millisecond step recomplete autonomous sensor
sponse times over +/– 45˚ (optiplatform smaller than a sugar
–3mm
cal) using microwatts of power.
cube. With wireless commuAdditionally, due to the presence
nication capabilities, data Figure 1. Proposed SALT schematic diagram. A vertical cavity surface-emitting laser
of residual stress gradients, our
can be collected from hun- (VCSEL) has a circular output beam, allowing better beamshaping using available
polysilicon mirror’s radius of curdreds or thousands of sensors spherical optics. A micromachined silicon Fresnel lens is used to collimate the beam.
vature was too small.
simultaneously. Unfortu- The path-folding mirror redirects the beam onto the beamsteering mirror, which aims at
The proposed second-generanately, in millimeter scale, the intended target, scanning as much of the upper hemisphere as possible.
tion system is shown in Figure 1.
antennas at commonly used
It uses a novel micromachining
radio frequencies are very inand bonding technology that comefficient. The use of optical
bines lateral high-aspect ratio
wavelengths for communicaMEMS linear actuators and position, however, enables the
tion sensors with rotating mirrors
construction of efficient
suspended by torsion springs. The
high-gain antennas, allowing
micromirror concept is seen in
small systems to emit narrow
Figure 3. A high aspect-ratio gimbeams that can be aimed tobal is micromachined in a siliconwards a potential receiver.
on-insulator (SOI) wafer, using
With much of the transmittorsion beams to allow 2DoF
ted power actually arriving at
motion of the flat and ultrathe receiver, long-range, low
smooth micromirror. A timed
power, high bandwidth comdeep-reactive-ion etch (DRIE)
munication becomes practiforms the torsion beam. These are
cal.
much lower in height than the
The steered agile laser
overall structure and so lowering
transmitter (SALT) is a
the axis of rotation of the gimbal.
microelectromechanical sysAnother set of thin beams is
tem (MEMS) that functions
bonded to the mirror several
as a steered laser beam transdozen microns above the torsionmitter for use in free-space
beam axis of rotation. This levercommunication. Measuring
arm enables laterally-moving SOI
only a few millimeters on a
Date:
5
Jan
2000
EHT= 5.85kV
100um
Signal A= SE2
actuators elsewhere on the same
side, this system utilizes the
Time: 13:33
WD= 21 mm
MAG= 41X
Photo No.= 829
wafer to rotate the mirror. It is
most recent developments in
therefore possible to integrate any
microfabrication and packactuator and position sensing
aging technology to create a Figure 2. SEM micrograph of first generation SALT.
structure adjacent to the mirror.
tightly-collimated and
In addition, it is straightforward
steered laser beam. SALT
ultra-low operating power.
to significantly reduce mass (and therefore inconsists of a semiconductor diode laser coupled
In the first attempts at SALT integration,
crease resonant frequency), while not sacrificwith a collimating lens and MEMS beam-steerwe fabricated a 2DoF hinged-polysilicon
ing structural rigidity and mirror flatness, by
ing optics based on a 2-degree-of-freedom
micromirror through the Cronos Microsystems’
etching a waffle pattern into the silicon struc(DoF) silicon micromirror, as shown schematiMulti-User MEMS Process (MUMPS), and
ture of the mirror, as also shown in Figure 3. A
cally in Figure 1. The micromirror must posmanually assembled a laser diode and collimatthin, single-crystal-silicon face sheet, bonded
sess many features that are difficult to achieve
ing optics onto the substrate (Figure 2).1 The
simultaneously: an atomically smooth and flat
mirror was actuated using two 4-bit mechanioptical surface, very high speed, accurate po(continued on p. 8)
cal digital-to-analog converters2 (DACs) driven
sition control over a large scanning range, and
2
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Integrated 2D scanners with
single-crystalline silicon micromirrors
Scanning micromirrors are critical
mirror mass. To reduce the mass of scancomponents of the numerous and varning micromirrors, a polysilicon memied optical MEMS systems used for
brane structure with a single-crystalline
scanning, switching, and imaging apsilicon support ring has been reported.3
In our work, to reduce mass, we have deplications. A key challenge in the developed structures consisting of a honeysign and fabrication of a scanning
comb core and a solid faceplate as shown
micromirror system is the requirement
in Figure 2, again derived from the top
for simultaneous optimization of an
layers of SOI wafers. Micro-honeycombs
optically smooth, flat surface and an
have been used previously as molds for
electrically fast, low-voltage actuator
MEMS structures4,5 and, more recently, a
with a large scan angle. Single-cryspolysilicon hexagonal torsional mirror
talline silicon, derived from bulk
with polysilicon cross support ribs has
micromachining methods, is a suitable
been reported.6
mirror material with characteristically
Our honeycomb pattern consists of
smooth, flat surfaces. Surface
single-crystalline silicon hexagonal cells
micromachining provides more dewith sides of 100µm and walls of 10µm:
sign flexibility for the actuators and
is a readily available (e.g., Cronos’ Figure 1. SEM micrograph of an assembled 2D scanner with a bonded various thicknesses for the faceplate have
been evaluated and we are currently foMulti-User MEMS Process or single-crystalline silicon mirror.
cusing on ~10µm as this ensures a smooth
MUMPs), technique. However,
optical surface. We have fabricated silimicromirrors formed with the stancon honeycombs using two methods: one
dard polysilicon structural layers may
uses a single SOI wafer and timed deep
be degraded due to curvature from the
reactive-ion-etching of the silicon such
released thin film’s residual stresses.
faceplate
that a thin layer remains to form the faceWe have developed an integrated
L
plate. A second fabrication technique emdesign and fabrication process that
ploys two SOI wafers and silicon fusion
combines the advantages of surface and
tF
bonding. Bonded scanners with singlebulk micromachining while effectively
h
crystalline honeycomb micromirrors of
canceling the disadvantages of each
the same area as the solid bonded mirtechnique. With our integrated process,
rors (450×450µm square) have been
the electrostatic actuator consists of a
tW
172µm
made and tested.7
polysilicon 2D scanner raised above the
Both the solid and honeycomb bonded
substrate by a MESA (Micro Elevation
L=100µm, tW=10µm
mirrors offer orders of magnitude imby Self Assembly1) structure and is fabh=23µm, tF=9-12µm
ricated with the planar MUMPs proprovement in optical flatness as indicated
cess. The micromirror is fabricated in- Figure 2. SEM micrograph and schematic showing dimensions of
by radius of curvature measurements
dependently using singlecrystalline sili- silicon micro-honeycomb structures.
shown in Figure 3. These images of mircon derived from the top
ror deflection were obtained
layer of silicon on insulausing optical interferometry
tor (SOI) wafers. The com(a Wyko RTS 500 surface
ponent parts are subseprofiler). Transfer characterquently bonded with a
istics for a bonded honeypolymer layer and then
comb 2D scanner as meaheat cured; both photoresured with a Polytech singlesist and photosensitive
point-displacement laser
benzocyclobutene (photodoppler vibrometer show a
BCB) have been utilized.
mechanical scan angle of 6˚
After bonding the single- Figure 3. 3D images from a Wyco RTS 500 surface profiler with radius of curvature for both
at 50V. The cutoff frequencrystalline silicon plate to polysilicon and bonded silicon 2D scanners.
cies of a solid bonded mirthe actuator, the mirror is
ror and a polysilicon mirror
aligned, patterned, and etched to the size of the
alone have been measured at 230Hz and 280Hz,
23µm thick, have been made and tested.2 An
SEM micrograph of an integrated 2D scanner
underlying polysilicon platform. The structure
respectively. No resonant oscillation has been
with a bonded single-crystalline silicon
is then released in HF, and the MESA structure
observed due to squeeze-film damping of air.
micromirror is shown in Figure 1. The added
with bonded mirror is assembled with scratch
In summary, we have successfully developed
mass from a bonded single-crystalline mirror
drive actuators to a height of over 50µm above
an integrated bonding process that allows design
affects the scan speed of the device, since the
the substrate.
flexibility and independent optimization of mirresonant frequency of the device is inversely
Bonded scanners with solid single-crystal(continued on p. 8)
proportional to the square root of the effective
line micromirrors, 450×450µm square and
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Self-aligned mirror and v-grooves in free-space
micromachined optical cross connects
Free-space micromachined optical switching
technology has emerged as a promising means
of building the large scale optical cross-connects
that will be needed in future optical networks.1-5
Work in this area has revealed the intrinsically
good optical quality of free-space interconnects,
particularly in the areas of crosstalk, polarization- and wavelength-independence, and bit-rate
transparency. However, the issue of tight optical alignment tolerances in free-space optics—
in particular the angular alignment of the optical beam relative to the receiving fiber and the
quality of mirror—are the major bottlenecks for
large-scale matrix switches. A self-aligned structure between the mirror and fiber is required to
make sure that the system is sufficiently close to
the optical axis. Also, passive alignment of optical fibers is necessary to keep the cost of production low. Here we report a method of creating a low-cost optical structure with a high quality, self-aligned mirror and v-grooves for passive fiber alignment. This structure is fabricated
using a one-level mask in (100) silicon wafer.

<100>

<110>

V-groove
Mirror after
etching

Figure 2. A 2×2 optical bypass switch.

Etching stopped by the (111) planes,
Lateral underetching of (100) planes.

Figure 1. Principle of etching a 2×2 cell.
hp

RUNNING

Principle of fabrication
The etching principle for a 2×2 elementary cell
is described in Figure 1. This uses bulk micromachining and takes advantage of three properties of the silicon lattice:
1. The natural 45˚ angle between the <100> and
<110> directions is exploited to make the selfaligned vertical mirror and V-grooves. In the
<100> direction, underetched vertical walls
act as the mirror, while at the same time the
v-grooves are fabricated in the <110> direction for optical fiber alignment.
2. The surface of the mirror is strictly perpendicular to the optical axes, again because of
the crystalline nature of silicon and the orientation of the (100) plane.
3. The etching selectivity against the (111)
planes is used to perform two levels of structural depth. Due to the fact that these planes
stop the etching, the width of the v-grooves
in the design fixes the height of the optical
axis. The etching of the (100) planes is still
controlled by time. This defines the mirror and
also the thickness of the supporting cantilever, which is defined from the back for mirror actuation.
The process is robust. Indeed, if a slight misalignment occurs with respect to crystallographic
direction during alignment, then the resulting
mirror will stay at 45˚ degree to the v-grooves
thanks to the wet-etching process. Figure 2
shows an example of 2×2 optical switch using
this etching principle. As the bottom and sidewall
planes are all from the same {100} family, the
lateral underetch rate is equal to the vertical etch
4

Figure 4. 1×8 optical crossconnect.
easily scalable to larger optical cross connects. Figure 4 shows an example of a 1×8 optical matrix
switch.
-2.5000 ns

0.000 s
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1 1.000 V/D 2 1.426 V/D
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REALTIME

Figure 3. Switching time for a 2×2 bypass switch.
rate. So, it is possible to define a vertical mirror
with a thickness down to very few microns.The
mirror is 185µm high, 100µm long at the top and
5µm thick.

Characterization of the 2×2 optical switch
The switch is driven with an electromagnetic actuation that includes a permalloy layer (on the
bottom of the cantilever) and an electromagnet.
A displacement of 100µm is obtained with 30mA
at 5V: this is high enough to perform the switch
operation correctly. Insertion losses have been
measured with an infrared wavelength at 1.55µm
using single mode fibers with a gradient index
lens.
The optical insertion losses are 0.3dB in the
transmission state, and 0.58dB and 0.7dB for
each path in the reflection state. The crosstalk is
less than –40dB.
The dynamic response of 2×2 optical switch is
plotted in Figure 3. The rise time and fall time are
300µs for each state. This principle of etching is
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Micro-optical elements integrated with microfabricated
fluidic devices for cellular assays
Today, one can justifiably talk about a revolution in the development and commercialization
of miniaturized chemical and biomedical analysis systems. Taking advantage of micromachining processes mainly developed for the microelectronics industry, biochemical devices can be
made in the form of “lab-on-a-chip” or Micro
Total Analysis Systems (µTAS).1-3 Chip-based
microsystems that have been demonstrated include applications such as capillary electrophoresis,4 flow cytometry5 and polymerase chain reaction.6 By reducing the size of a biochemical
laboratory down to a microchip, advantages in
reduced reagent volumes, automation of material manipulation, reduced footprint, increased
parallel processing and higher throughput can
be achieved. One area of particular interest is
the analysis of cells and cell populations: used,
for instance, in drug screening.
A new approach for such miniaturized biochemical analysis has been taken by Amic AB,
a Swedish company specializing in high volume production of replicated microstructures,
together with Gyros Microlab AB, a spin-off
company from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech.
The two companies are jointly developing a
microfabricated disposable compact disc (CD)
device for integrated cell-based assays, shown
in Figure 1. The CD contains a number of cellgrowth chambers, as well as distribution channels, that are realized by a combination of silicon micromachining and CD manufacturing
methods. First, a silicon master is fabricated
using micromachining techniques such as photolithography, and wet and dry etching. Then,
a nickel mould can be formed from the master
element by electroplating. This mould is finally
inserted into an injection-molding machine that
produces plastic devices in a CD format, allowing large numbers of components to be produced while still retaining the structural detail
of the etched master.
To form enclosed structures and provide cultured cells with a means for obtaining oxygen
for metabolism, the CD is covered with a thin
silicone sheet. All liquid transfers are achieved
by centripetal force through rotation of CDs at
200-6000rpm. A number of different cells have
been cultured and analyzed by a CCD-based
fluorescence imaging system. The results show
that cells may be cultured within such CD devices and appear to have the same morphology
as cells grown under standard conditions.7
In parallel with the paradigm shift in biochemical analysis, there has been an equal development for optical systems. Laser diodes,
lenses, etc., can now be produced on the micron scale. The common CD-player, for in-

Figure 1. Microfabricated cell-culture CD.
stance, contains a mm-sized laser diode as well
as a micro-optical lens. Micro-optical elements
that make use of the wave nature of light can
generate complex wavefronts, which may reduce the number of elements in optical systems
and/or enhance system performance.8 This
emerging field has matured to the point where
several industrial micro-optical systems are
now in use.9 Since optical elements of various
kinds play an important role in many biochemical systems, it is worthwhile to see how the
two fields can merge on a miniaturized scale.
Amic has recently investigated the use of a
micro-optical element replicated at the back
surface of a cell-assay CD device.10 The purpose of the optical surface is to collect the luminescent light from the reaction chambers
within the CD. Instead of using an externallyaligned light-collecting lens, the integrated micro-optical element can be produced at a low
cost with a minimum of crosstalk between different cell chambers. Figure 2 shows a microscope photograph of a cell chamber with a
Fresnel lens replicated on the opposite side of
the CD. The preliminary results indicate the
potential of this approach. Amic and Gyros
Microlab intend to further investigate the use
of other novel micro-optical elements such as
subwavelength gratings (which can be used as
artificial antireflective coatings or polarizing
filters)11 and photonic bandgap structures (e.g.
for wavelength filtering).12
Fredrik Nikolajeff
Amic AB
Uppsala Science Park
SE-751 83 Uppsala, Sweden
Phone: +46-18-521640
Fax: +46-18-143250
E-mail: fredrik.nikolajeff@amic.se
http://www.amic.se

Figure 2. A cell-growth chamber with a Fresnel
lens replicated on the back of the CD.
Per Andersson
Gyros AB
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SE-751 83 Uppsala, Sweden
Phone: +46-18-566305
Fax: +46-18-566350
E-mail: per.andersson@gyrosmicro.com
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Advanced MEMS thermal emitters for
infrared scene projection
The availability of high-performance cooled
and uncooled infrared focal-plane arrays
(IRFPAs) has led to their widespread use in
many types of military systems: these include
those for security, surveillance, enhanced vision and target acquisition. The imaging performance of these IRFPA-based systems is
typically evaluated statically using bar targets
with black body sources and simulated scene
images. It has long been realized that static
imaging does not fully characterize an array
but, without some way of performing it in the
laboratory, dynamic testing could only be
achieved in expensive field and aeronautical
conditions or by artificially injecting “simulated” signals into the camera electronics.
Hence, many approaches have been developed
to allow dynamic scenes to be generated and
projected in the laboratory. One approach to
the generation of infrared scenes is the resistive emitter array. These systems are made up
of joule-heated resistors that are individually
controllable, and the matrix of these emitters
can form an image.
Honeywell developed an implementation of
these arrays in the early 1990s, based on the
microstructures and MEMS fabrication processes developed for uncooled microbolometers. The Honeywell emitter array technology1 consists of a 2D array of microstructures (see Figure 1) that are thermally isolated
from the substrate by being operated in vacuum
and by having low conductance supports. These
pixels are formed on top of CMOS electronics
that provide overall addressing. Typically analog signal inputs to the array are directed to the
desired pixel by these integrated electronics.
Sample and hold circuitry at the pixel cell is
used to maintain the pixel radiance for reduced
flicker while other pixels are being addressed.
These arrays have been fabricated in formats as large as 544×672, with active areas as
large as 2"×2" and pixel yields as high as
99.99%. These arrays are in use in many US
DOD test facilities, including the Redstone
Technical Test Center, Air Force Research Lab,
Army Aviation and Missile Command and
Naval Air Weapons Center/China Lake. The
arrays have utilized a 30% fill factor pixel design with a time constant of 5.5ms and an apparent temperature of 700K Mid Wave Infrared (MWIR). Projection frame rates up to
120Hz have been demonstrated. However, as
the imaging rates of IRFPA-based systems increase, there is the need to dynamically project
scenes at frame rates exceeding 200Hz. The
thermal time constant of the pixel must be significantly reduced to faithfully reproduce IR

6

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. a) Honeywell micromachined infrared thermal-emitter pixel. This design uses a 30% fill factor to
optimize thermal response time vs. radiative output. b) Wafer with fabricated 512×512 infrared display
devices.
scenes over a wide dynamic range. In addition,
the desire to increase the
spatial resolution of the
array to formats of
1024×1024 or larger dictates that pixel efficiency
must improve to minimize
overall array power consumption.
With the current pixel
design, the only practical
way to reduce the time constant is to reduce the pixel
mass, and this reduces radiative output and efficiency. To improve efficiency, or the maximum
apparent temperature of the
pixel, the fill factor must Figure 2. Honeywell’s new “gossamer” micromachined infrared thermalincrease, thus increasing emitter pixel. This pixel has a fill factor of 62% with the same mass as the
pixel mass. To overcome previous generation’s 30% fill factor design.
this undesirable tradeoff a
new pixel has been develfilms. A SEM photograph of a recently fabrioped by Honeywell utilizing advanced
cated gossamer pixel is shown in Figure 2.
2
micromachining techniques. This new pixel,
This pixel has a 8000Å-thick, z-shaped redubbed the “gossamer,” reduces the mass of the
sistor
region and silicon nitride supports. The
pixel by 50%, thus enabling a larger area for
reduction in mass is achieved by utilizing a
improved radiance. The innovation in the gos500Å-thick emitter film that forms a web unsamer pixel is that a significant amount of the
der the z-shaped resistor. The new gossamer
emitter area is on an extremely thin membrane
pixel has a time constant of less than 2ms with
that adds very little thermal mass and yet retains
a measured emissivity of >.85 (MWIR). Infraall of the emissivity. This development makes
red projection arrays with a 512×512 matrix
use of the structural stability achieved with the
of gossamer pixels have achieved dynamic imbaseline emitter process, and the improved abilagery with an apparent temperature of 740K
ity to make higher resistivity, low-temperature
coefficient of resistance (TCR) emitter resistor
(continued on p. 8)
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Silicon micromachines
(continued from cover)
have proven to be robust and longlived, especially those whose parts
flex without microscopic wear
points. Research in this area has
been extremely active over the last
decade, producing microscopic
versions of most macro-machines.
In particular, many of us believe
that the size scale at which these
machines work well make them a
particularly good match to optics
problems where the devices, structures, and relevant wavelengths
range in size from one to several
hundred microns.

Where in a lightwave network
will they be applied?

Figure 3. A 1×2 switch.

Figure 4. A variable attenuator.

Work at Bell Labs in Optical MEMS has focused
on a number of devices
such as optical modulators, variable attenuators,
switches, add/drop multiplexers, active equalizers
and optical cross-connects. Shown in Figure 2
is an overview of those
places in light-wave networks where we see application for MEMS components. Each red dot is a
place where MEMS can
be the solution of choice.
Clearly, there exist many
opportunities.1-4
In Figure 3 is a micro- Figure 5. An array of micromirrors.
Figure 6. A two-axis micromirror for use in an all-optical
graph of our 1×2 MEMS
crossconnect.
optical switch. The mirror
is connected to a see-saw
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Steered agile laser
(continued from p. 2)

anchor

onto the waffle, provides a lightweight polished
mirror surface.
A simpler version of this micromirror is
To actuators and
shown in Figure 4. It was fabricated in
position sensors
an SOI wafer whose device layer is
50µm thick. The insulating layer
serves as an etch stop for the
Back-side etched cavity
deep etch. Holes etched
through the backside of the waanchor
fer provide room for the mirrors to rotate. In this case, the Figure 3. Second-generation mirror concept. A 2DoF single-crystal
low-height silicon beams are silicon mirror is suspended using torsion springs. Lateral actuators can
used to apply lateral force be- rotate the mirror around two axes independently.
low the torsion beams’ axis of
rotation, and to connect to lowpower electrostatic comb drives adjacent to the
Matthew Last, Veljko Milanovic,
mirror. More detailed information about this
and Kris Pister
process, and pictures of resulting devices, can
Berkeley Sensor and Actuator Center
be found at the URL below.
497 Cory Hall #1770
Berkeley, CA 94720-1770
E-mail: mattlast@eecs.berkeley.edu
http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/~mattlast/
research/

Integrated 2D scanners
(continued from p. 3)
ror and actuator parameters. Bonded solid and
reduced-mass honeycomb micromirrors, which
are flat to a radius of curvature larger than 1m,
have been demonstrated. An optical scan angle
of 12˚ and a cutoff frequency of 230Hz have
been achieved for the honeycomb and solidbonded mirror, respectively.
Pamela R. Patterson, Guo-Dung John Su,
and Ming C. Wu
Electrical Engineering Department
University of California, Los Angeles
CA 90095-1594, USA
Phone: 310/825-7338
E-mail: {pamela, johnsu}@icsl.ucla.edu,
wu@ee.ucla.edu
http://www.photonics.ucla.edu

Micro-optical elements
(continued from p. 5)
9.
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Figure 4. SEM micrograph of a second-generation
mirror. The mirror measures 400µm across.
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MEMS thermal emitters
(continued from p. 6)
(MWIR) at frame rates of 200 Hz. This innovative new emitter microstructure will allow
1024×1024 arrays to be fabricated with the
same power requirements as the current
512×512 arrays.
Dr. Barry Cole and Steve Weeres
Honeywell Technology Center
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Plymouth, MN 55441
Phone: 763-954-{2836, 2730}
E-mail: {barry.e.cole,
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Videos and CD-ROMs from SPIE enhance your continuing education!
At your own pace, on your own time, plug in the latest SPIE short course videos and CDs.

Information Technologies 2000
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Emerging JPEG-2000 Standard (Rabbani)
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VT0192 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445
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CDV012698 • Individual Price: $495 • Site License: $1,495
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Use of CCDs in Visible Imaging Applications (Lomheim)
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Overview of CMOS Image Sensors (Wong)
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Testing and Evaluation of Electro-Optical Imaging Systems (Holst)
VT92299 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445

Basic Optical Engineering for Electrical Engineers (Harper)
VT050997 • Individual Price: $505 • Site License: $1505
Also Available on CD!

Introduction to Optical System Design & Engineering (Fischer)
VT0192 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445
Also Available on CD!
CDV012698 • Individual Price: $495 • Site License: $1,495

Basic Electro-Optics for Electrical Engineers (Boreman)

Introduction to Optomechanical Design (Vukobratovich)
VT050693 • Individual Price: $725 • Site License: $2,165

VT051697 • Individual Price: $475 • Site License: $1,475
Use of CCDs in Visible Imaging Applications (Lomheim)
VT120496 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445
Overview of CMOS Image Sensors (Wong)
VT2299 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445
Testing and Evaluation of Electro-Optical Imaging Systems (Holst)
VT92299 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445

Optomechanical Interface: Design and Analysis (Yoder)
VT052093 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445
Introduction to Optical Alignment Techniques (Ruda)
VT110694 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445
Basic Optomechanical Engineering (Yoder)
VT120497 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445
Applications of Modern Image Processing (Myler/Weeks)
VT041593 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445

Environmental & Industrial Sensing
An Introduction to Fiber Optic Sensors (Udd)
FOV9501 • Individual Price: $220 • Site License: $550
Fiber Optic Sensors: An Introduction for Engineers
and Scientists (Udd)
VT1193 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445
Fundamental of Radiometry: Calculation, Measurement,
and Calibration (Palmer)
VT040695 • Individual Price: $445 • Site License: $1,445
Also Available on CD!
CDV0299 • Individual Price: $495 • Site License: $1,495
Optical Fiber Bragg Gratings (Brown/Zhang)
FOV9504 • Individual Price: $220 • Site License: $550
Distributed Fiber Optic Sensors (Dakin)
FOV9507 • Individual Price: $220 • Site License: $550

Order today!
Call 1-360-676-3290 for customer service;
send email to videos@spie.org
or order online at www.spie.org/info/education
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MEMS-controllable
microlens array

Calendar
2000
International Symposium on
Microelectronics and Assembly
(ISMA 2000)
27 November-2 December
Singapore

Smart Materials and MEMS

(continued from p. 12)

AeroSense

Beam steering results

Aerospace/Defense Sensing and Controls

The MEMS-controllable microlens array chip
was actively aligned with the VCSEL array
chip. The system has successfully demonstrated
2D beam steering with maximum angle of
70mrad (4˚) as shown in Figure 3, which is adequate for enhancing optical alignment in freespace optical interconnects. Measurement verifies insertion loss of less than 2dB. The system
was demonstrated up to a rate of 1kHz of op-

16-20 April
Orlando, Florida
Technical Exhibit: 17-19 April

Optical Data Storage
22-25 April
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Sponsored by SPIE, OSA, and IEEE/LEOS. For
further information, contact SPIE.

13-15 December
Melbourne, Australia

International Conference on
Communications, Computers, and
Devices
14-16 December
Kharagpur, India
Organized by Department of Electronics &
Electrical Communication Engineering, Indian
Institute of Technology. Contact: Prof. C K
Maiti, Publicity Chair or Prof. S L Maskara,
Technical Programme &
Publication Chair, Electronics & Electrical
Communication Engineering Department, IIT,
Kharagpur, 721302, India.
E-mail: ccd2000@ece.iitkgp.ernet.in.
Web: http://www.iitkgp.ernet.in/ccd2000/.

Correlation Optics 2001
10-13 May
Chernivtsi, Ukraine
Sponsored by SPIE/UKRAINE and SPIE/RUS.
SPIE to publish Proceedings. Contact: Edmund
Akopov, SPIE/RUS, 12 Mokhovaja Str.,
Moscow, Russia 121019.
Phone/fax: (7) 095/202 1079.
E-mail: edmund@spierus. msk.su

Complex Adaptive Optics
3-6 June
Hutchinson Island
Marriott Beach Resort & Marina
Florida

Optical Science and
Technology

2001
Photonics West

SPIE’s Annual Meeting

20-26 January
San Jose Convention Center
San Jose, California USA

29 July -3 August
San Diego Convention Center
San Diego, California, USA

Including international symposia on:
• LASE ’01—High-Power Lasers and
Applications
• OPTOELECTRONICS ’01—Integrated
Devices and Applications
• BiOS ’01—International Biomedical Optics
Symposium
• SPIE/IS&T’s EI ’01—Electronic Imaging:
Science and Technology
Education Program and Short Courses
Technical Exhibit: 20-21, 23-25 January

Optics in Computing 2001
9-11 January
Lake Tahoe, Nevada
Sponsored by OSA; SPIE is a cooperating
organization. For further information, contact
OSA: Phone: (1) 202/223-8130.
Fax: (1) 202/223-1096. Web: www.osa.org

Technical Exhibit: 31 July-2 August

2002
Photonics West
18-25 January
San Jose Convention Center
San Jose, California USA
Including international symposia on
• LASE ’02—High-Power Lasers and
Applications
• OPTOELECTRONICS ’02—Integrated
Devices and Applications
• BiOS ’02—International Biomedical
Optics Symposium
• SPIE/IS&T’s EI ’02—Electronic Imaging:
Science and Technology
Education Program and Short Courses
Technical Exhibit

For More Information Contact
SPIE • PO Box 10, Bellingham, WA 98227-0010
Phone (1) 360/676-3290 • Fax (1) 360 647-1445 • E-mail spie@spie.org • Web www.spie.org
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Figure 3. Demonstration of 70mrad 2D beam
steering.
eration frequency, a result of the low inertia
and small travel of the microlens components.
This work is supported by the U.S. Air Force
Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR), Grant
number F49620-98-1-0291.
Adisorn Tuantranont, Victor M. Bright,
Jianglong Zhang, Wenge Zhang, John
Neff, Y. C. Lee, and Ganesh Subbarayan
NSF Center for Advanced Manufacturing
and Packaging of Microwave, Optical, and
Digital Electronics (CAMPmode)
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Colorado, Boulder
CO 80309-0427, USA
Phone: 303/735-1734
Fax: 303/492-3498
E-mail:Adisorn.Tuantranont@colorado.edu
http://mems.colorado.edu
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MEMS-controllable microlens array for enhanced
alignment in optical interconnect systems
Free-space optical interconnection is attractive
for several applications including telecommunication switching networks and fine-grained
parallel processing in computers. However,
alignment challenges are inevitable in optical
interconnect systems. Mechanical vibrations or
thermal expansion can cause misalignment. We
propose an enhanced alignment approach for
free-space interconnects, without a demand for
tighter assembly tolerances, using a MEMScontrollable microlens array. Figure 1 shows
the use of such an array to enhance the alignment of smart pixel array on a board-to-board
optical interconnect in a digital system. The
microlens collimates an incident Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) beam and
the microlens actuators steer the beam to a predefined position on a hologram array by laterally translating the microlens. The beam is then
accurately aligned to the detector array.

MEMS-controllable microlens
The 2D MEMS-controllable microlens array was
fabricated through commercially available surface micromachining technology (Multi-User
MEMS Process, known as MUMPs).1 Photobisbenzocyclobutene (BCB) electronic resin, a
photo-sensitive polymer, was used in our own
process to fabricate micro-hemispherical polymer lenses on MEMS. Each microlens was fabricated directly on a MEMS X-Y movable plate,
with a circular aperture to let the light go through,
using a photolithography and reflow technique.2
Arrays of electro-thermal actuators are coupled
with the 80µm×80µm polysilicon movable plate
to translate the microlens in the X-Y plane. The
microlens array is located at the focal plane in
front of the VCSEL array and collimates the incident VCSEL beams. Via the concept of
decentered microlens, if the microlens is
decentered with respect to the beam axis, then
the beam will propagate through the off-axis
point of the microlens. The microlens still collimates the beam, but the beam is now directed to
a nonzero field angle. The steering angle then
depends on the lateral displacement (∆d) of the
lens with respect to the beam axis, and the focal

tuator tip to move laterally in
an arcing motion towards the
cold arm side. The tips of the
actuators are coupled to the
central plate by long thin flexures on opposite sides of the
plate. The left actuator in Figure 2 pulls the plate, while the
right actuator pushes the plate
at the same time. Via this push/
pull actuator mechanism, the
motion of the plate is linearly
proportional to the consumed
power. The mechanical
crosstalk in X and Y directions
is minimized by using long,
thin flexures.
Figure 1. Concept and configuration of board-to-board optical
The MEMS-controllable
interconnects using MEMS-controllable microlens array for enhanced
microlens array was flip-chip
alignment.
transferred onto a transparent
substrate.3 The MEMS strucBack side of
tures are built upside-down on
Actuator microlens
top of sacrificial oxide, so that
Cold arm
the bonding pads fabricated on
Bonding
the MEMS are matched with
Pad
Hot arm
bonding pads on the quartz target substrate. The quartz reGold
bump
ceiving substrate was patterned with gold wires, and
with bonding pads for flip-chip
Figure 2. Configuration and scanning electron micrograph of MEMSbonding and wire bonding. A
controllable microlens.
layer of photoresist is used to
protect the quartz and gold interconnects when the assembly is released in
length (f) of the lens as shown in Figure 1. In
hydrofluidic acid (HF). Gold bumps of 70µm
this scheme, large steering angles are possible
in height are placed on the pads and used to
via large lens displacement, on the order of the
bond and electrically connect the MEMS struclens radius, and short focal length.
ture and wiring substrate. The MEMS-control‘U’-shaped lateral electro-thermal actuators,
lable microlens array is then flipped and bonded
or ‘heatuators,’ used to drive the central plate
to the wiring quartz substrate using thermosonic
in a lateral motion, consist of a single-material
bonding. The last step in this process is to reconnected narrow arm and a wider arm. Curlease the bonded device in a HF bath and rerent is passed through the polysilicon actuator,
move the silicon substrate. Finally, the MEMS
and the higher current density in the narrower
device is flip-chip transferred to a quartz subor ‘hot’ arm causes it to heat and expand more
strate as shown in Figure 2.
than the wider or ‘cold’ arm. The arms are
joined at the free end, which constrains the accontinued on p. 10
MEMSVCSEL Array Microlens Array Hologram Array Detector Array
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